Subject – **GEOGRAPHY**

- Looking at Geofile, Geofactsheet and GeoActive articles on the work drive at CGS or P drive at KSHS. They all have titles and most are sorted into different geographical subjects so are easy to use.

- Use the BBC news website and other trusted sources to link into topics – particularly the superpowers and globalisation topics where there is an ever changing landscape with regard to these topics.

- Use Google news to create a scrapbook of news articles.

- Use of the textbook to support learning – reading through the text book, this could include past chapters and reading future chapters in preparation for next lessons. Carre’s students have access to it electronically with Kerboodle. There are also exam style questions to do (past Carre’s students - the log on is the same as when you used it at GCSE. New Carre’s students – the log in is your initial and surname e.g. Jbloggs, the password is the same as this until you change it). Institution code is kd9.

- Use Wide World and Geography Review magazines at the back of Room 19 (CGS), or National Geographic (KSHS Library). There are hundreds of articles there.

- Create revision resources for parts of the course that have already been completed for Year 1 and Year 2.

- Using resources from Year 1 and Year 2 to complete past example exam questions on a regular basis.

- Creating vocabulary lists and glossaries to summarise key aspects.

- Non Examined Assessment (NEA/Coursework) to be worked on throughout the end of Y12 and in Y13; ensure well managed time and dedicate at least 1-2 hours per week to this. Use the Coursework Checklist to self-check on elements of the NEA.

- Use video clips/documentaries etc. to further develop knowledge / understanding on topics.